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TEMPLATE / INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

MILANO
SEMI-RECESSED ROUND BASIN

17552A
MILANO SEMI-RECESSED ROUND BASIN

Instructions

□ Cut the template on the cut-out line.

□ Fold template on dotted line and place on counter top.

□ Position the template on the counter top to ensure clearance
    between the basin, tap, and backsplash.Verify cabinet 
    clearance beneath the counter top.

□ Trace the template on the counter top with a pencil.

□ Check the clearance between the basin, tap, 
     backsplash, and cabinet. Re-adjust the template.

□ Drill a 13mm hole on the inside of the outline.

□ Cut the opening in the counter top along the inside edge of 
    the pencil line.

□ For marble counter top, ensure to follow cutting 
    instructions from manufacturer. (Extra care should be used not 
    to go below front edge.)

□ Temporarily position the basin in the opening, and adjust to 
     fit.

□ Trace a pencil line around the outside edge of the basin.

□ Remove the basin.

If the tap and waste are not installed, install them now. 
Ensure to follow all instructions packed with the products.

□ Apply sealant to the inside of the pencil line.

□ Spread the sealant evenly with a putty knife.

□ Carefully position the basin in the cut-out, and press down 
    firmly.

□ Apply a bead of sealant around the counter top cut-out hole. 
    Carefully position the basin in the counter top cut-out. Wipe 
    away any excess sealant with a clean cloth. Allow the sealant 
    to cure for at least 30 minutes before proceeding.

□ Connect and tighten the trap to the waste, and complete the 
    water supply connections to the tap according to the 
    instructions packed with the tap.

CONTACT AND WARRANTY INFORMATION
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